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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: De Gruyter | This series focuses on the Jewish textual tradition as
well as the ways it evolves in response to new intellectual, historical, social and political contexts.
Fostering dialogue between literary, philosophical, political and religious perspectives, this series,
which consists of original scholarship and proceedings of international conferences, reflects
contemporary concerns of Jewish Studies in the broadest sense. | In the past decades the "German-
Jewish phenomenon" (Derrida) has increasingly attracted the attention of scholars from various
fields: Jewish studies, intellectual history, philosophy, literary and cultural studies, critical theory. In
all its complex dimensions, the post-enlightenment German-Jewish experience is overwhelmingly
regarded as the most quintessential and charged meeting of Jews with the project of modernity.
Perhaps for this reason, from the eighteenth century through to our own time it has been the object
of intense reflection, of clashing interpretations and appropriations. In both micro and macro case-
studies, this volume engages the multiple perspectives as advocated by manifold interested actors,
and analyzes their uses, biases and ideological functions over time in different cultural, disciplinary
and national contexts. This volume includes both historical treatments of differing German-Jewish
understandings of their experience - their relations to their Judaism, general culture...
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Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DV M-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DV M

A brand new e book with a new perspective. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Ha ilee Ha hn IV-- Ha ilee Ha hn IV
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